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4From nonprofits to libraries:

information-gathering,

communication, and

relationship-building—skills that

transcend fields

Kimberly Fu-Jia Yang

Grant writing and fundraising defined

The nonprofit professional who works in grant writing, fundraising, or administration

acquires a plethora of information-gathering, communication, and relationship-

building skills transferable to librarianship. Although all grant writers can be

described as fundraisers, not all fundraisers are grant writers. Fundraising is a broader

term encompassing a multitude of activities with the ultimate goal of cultivating

donors and contributions. Although there are similarities between a grant writer

and a fundraiser (indeed, a grant writer is as a type of fundraiser) the differences

between the roles, and responsibilities of a grant writer versus a fundraiser, create dif-

ferent skill sets that are assets to a career in librarianship in distinct ways. A discussion

of these various roles and their corresponding skills will illustrate how the skills trans-

late into librarianship.

In the nonprofit world, the term “development” is often used to describe both

grant writing and fundraising staff. Hence, larger nonprofits might have a chief

development officer or director of development who oversees a development depart-

ment comprised of staff who write grant proposals (“grant writers”) and/or staff who

fundraise in other ways. These other ways might include soliciting individual

donors, soliciting major donors or corporations, holding special event fundraisers,

galas, online fundraising emails, and written, or oral requests to an individual for

funding.

A very large nonprofit might even have staff dedicated to “prospect research”, a

version of intelligence gathering on potential donors (“prospects”), their capacity,

and ability to give money, and their likelihood of giving. In a small nonprofit, there

might be only one staff member dedicated to the entire constellation of grant writing,

and fundraising activities described above.
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Information-gathering

Information-seeking

While librarians are presented with reference questions that require information-

seeking skills, development professionals are presented with questions about funding

opportunities, and donor prospects that require information seeking skills. Grant

writing, as used in this chapter, means writing and preparing written proposals

requesting funding for a stated purpose. A grant writer must constantly be alert to

new, and recurring funding opportunities and their submission deadlines. The grant

writer both actively seeks new funding opportunities by searching for them online,

and passively stays tuned to new, and recurring funding opportunities by subscribing

to relevant listservs, newsletters, and alerts. Similarly, a librarian actively seeks

information when responding to specific-user inquiries, and stays tuned to trends

in librarianship by subscribing to listservs, newsletters, RSS feeds, and monitoring

blogs.

Grant writing subject matter specialization and expertise

In the course of identifying potential funders, and crafting persuasive funding

proposals, grant writers become knowledgeable about the subject matter of their

organization’s programs, and the focus area in which their nonprofit or institution

operates. For example, a grant writer for a children’s charity would become familiar

the subject matter/focus area of the charity (such as children aged 0–5, early edu-

cation, child abuse prevention). Such things include data, statistics, and research

about the charity’s geographic service area, demographics of its population served,

and the benefits of its programs and projects. In essence, a needs assessment, or

problem statement supported by data and research, is necessary to demonstrate the

need for the service or program provided by the nonprofit. Developing

expertise in the subject matter is necessary for a grant writer to craft compelling grant

proposals.

Librarian subject matter specialization and expertise

In a similar vein, an academic librarian, especially a liaison to a university department

or professional school, might acquire information-seeking expertise relevant to a spe-

cific discipline, such as chemistry, law, social or health sciences, to support their liai-

son activities. Academic librarians would become familiar with subject-specific

information (information about library resources, databases, and any tools relevant

to that particular discipline) in order to understand the information needs of users

within that academic discipline. A librarian serving the chemistry department would

obviously need to be familiar with different resources, than the librarian serving the

history department.
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Knowing the audience/user

Grant writers/fundraisers know their audience

A grant writer understands who the audience is for their proposals. Although the audi-

ence generally is the funder, funders come in a variety of forms: corporations, founda-

tions, government agencies, individuals, groups of individuals, or other funding entities.

One thing that all funders have in common is that the grant writer’s proposal must per-

suade them that what they are to fund is both viable, and relevant. The proposal must

align with the mission, interest, and agenda of the funder. At the same time, different

types of funders have different expectations, and preferences for what they want to see

in a funding proposal. A corporation might prefer proposals that specify how they

impact communities where the corporation has locations, whereas a government agency

might require an evaluation plan, or data management plan. A successful grant writer

acquires knowledge of the particular interests, and submission requirements for each

type of funder. Similarly, a fundraiser understands the interests of their individual donor

prospects. Beforemaking a pitch to a potential donor, the fundraiser gathers information

on that individual’s degree of interest in the nonprofit’s mission, the person’s financial

capacity to give, andwhether the nonprofit has a contact with that potential donor (either

a direct relationship with the donor, or a connection with another person who has a rela-

tionship with and can broker an introduction to that donor).

Librarians know their users

While grant writers’ target audience are potential funders, and fundraisers’ audience are

prospective donors, academic librarians’ audience are their users, whichmight be faculty,

staff, and students. Understanding which particular audience they are addressing, librar-

ians will adapt their presentation of information, or instruction to the target audience. For

example, knowing that faculty are interested: in promotion, tenure, andmaximizing their

research impact, librarians might market services related to those topics (bibliometrics,

strategic publishing workshops, etc.) specifically for the benefit of faculty. Librarians

would acquire discipline-specific information about their user population (faculty

research interests, curriculum, and student course assignments, etc.) to inform how to

provide relevant library services, and instruction to those users. Librarians might also tai-

lor instructional opportunities, and services to be discipline-specific. For example, pro-

viding patient communications workshops at the medical school, or offering instruction

on discipline-specific databases, for example, the Cumulative Index to Nursing and

Allied Health (CINAHL) for nursing students, or SciFinder for chemistry researchers.

Online research skills

Grant writers online search skills

A grant writer must constantly be alert to both new, and recurring funding opportu-

nities; to opportunities to renew existing grants; and all corresponding submission

deadlines. The grant writer both actively seeks new funding opportunities by
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searching for them online, and passively stays tuned to funding opportunities by sub-

scribing to relevant listservs, newsletters, and funding alerts. To search actively for

funding opportunities, the grant writer might become proficient at searching databases

such as Foundation Directory Online from the Foundation Center, and grants.gov.

Seeking funding opportunities requires excellent research skills, and excellent

research skills are an asset for any librarian.

Librarians online research skills

While grant writers research funding-related resources online, a librarian actively seeks

information in databases, or resources that they determine are most likely to help them

respond to user-inquiries. Academic librarians attempt to become expert searchers of

these databases, and topical online resources. Whereas grant writers might subscribe

to listservs, newsletters, and funding alerts so funding opportunities are “pushed” to

them, librarians subscribe to listservs, newsletters, and alerts (e.g. RSS feed, or other

mechanisms), that contain updates about the online resources they use, developments

in their subject area of expertise, or topics in librarianship relevant to their work. Staying

abreast of topics in librarianship might include information literacy, instructional tech-

nology, scholarly communication, open access, and a wide variety of topics.

Professional development

Staying current on funding trends

Staying abreast of funding trends is critically important to grant writers, so they can

monitor the continued viability of existing funding opportunities as well as new ones.

This includes researching, and monitoring the funding practices and preferences of

current, past, and potential new funders. From time-to-time, funders change their

focus areas of funding, develop new strategic initiatives, discontinue past initiatives,

or institute guidelines limiting previously-funded organizations from re-applying for

funding. After including an evaluation component became a more commonplace

funding requirement, nonprofits have had to adjust their programs to include evalu-

ation in order to even submit a proposal or grant application.

Staying current on trends in librarianship

Staying abreast of subject-specific resources is relevant to librarians; in the same way

as staying informed of current funding trends is to grant writers. Academic librarians

monitor trends in instructional techniques, developments in their subject disciplines,

issues relevant to scholars, and researchers (e.g. open access, research impact metrics,

the flipped classroom model, massively open online courses (MOOCs), copyright,

etc.). While grant writers adapt their proposals, and funding applications to the sub-

mission requirements of funders in accordance with funding trends, academic
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librarians adapt to the demands/interests of their constituencies (faculty, students,

staff) according to educational, and research trends. For example, some libraries pro-

vide instruction, and guidance to support faculty compliance with the NIH Public

Access Policy (Stimson, 2009). With increased faculty interest in demonstrating

the value, and impact of research, academic librarians have also provided instruction,

and support to faculty on research impact (Drummond & Wartho, 2009; Sarli,

Dubinsky & Holmes, 2010). The adaptive abilities of grant writers seeking funding

are transferable to librarianship; in that librarians must be similarly adaptive in serving

their academic community.

Evaluating information

Grant writers and fundraisers evaluate funding opportunities

When grant writers are presented with a potential funding opportunity, they evaluate

that opportunity, and its submission guidelines, to determine whether to invest the

time, and resources to prepare, and submit a proposal. Nonprofit fundraisers who work

with individual donors undergo a similar process by evaluating whether a prospective

donor might have sufficient interest in the nonprofit’s activities, whether that prospect

has the capacity/ability to donate at certain monetary levels, and whether the nonprofit

has access to the prospective donor, i.e. whether the nonprofit has a relationship with

the prospective donor, or has a relationship with an intermediary who will introduce

the prospective donor to the nonprofit.

Librarians evaluate information sources

A nonprofit grant writer can transfer analytical skills used to evaluate the viability of

funding opportunities or donor prospects to the library profession. Librarians use sim-

ilar analytical skills when evaluating sources of information to answer research or

informational queries (see Table 4.1, below).

Information-gathering

Program or project?

Although the terms “program” and “project” are sometimes used interchangeably, or

synonymously by some nonprofits, others will treat the two as distinct concepts with

regard to funding: “Program” will be used to describe a service, or cluster of services,

provided on an ongoing basis by the organization. “Project” will be used to describe a

service, or cluster of services, to be provided for a finite period of time, with project

start dates and end dates. Even if it does not yet have a fixed end date initially, a project

is typically not considered a perpetual, ongoing part of an organization’s services, and

is not planned to exist for an indefinite period of time. Occasionally, successful

projects will be made regular, ongoing parts of an organization’s services, or will

be converted into ongoing programs because of their success.
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The distinction between a program versus a project is relevant in grant-seeking,

because some funders will only fund discrete projects, new projects, or pilot projects,

as opposed to services that are part of the ongoing, or regular operations of the non-

profit. Other funders are willing to fund services only if they feel confident that the

nonprofit, or its services, are capable of securing sufficient funds from other funders to

continue to exist. In those cases, an ongoing program has the advantage of being able

to demonstrate a track record of having been funded in the past, and the likelihood of

sustained funding, or continued existence.

The distinction between the terms “program” and “project” also have a role in

libraries. Academic libraries will also have time-defined projects, such as launching

outreach projects, evaluation projects, holding conferences or symposia, or conduct-

ing internal projects. Rather than using the term “program”, the straight-forward term

“service” is used to describe a function that academic libraries provide on a regular,

ongoing basis to their users.

Information-gathering for programs versus projects

Grant writers who have gathered information to prepare funding proposals for both

programs, and projects will note some differences in approach to the two tasks.

Due to the ongoing nature of a program, there is more likely to be existing,

Table 4.1 Comparison of analytical questions used to evaluate
sources of funding by nonprofit grant writers, and sources
of information by librarians

Sample questions used by grant writers

to evaluate funding source

Sample questions used by librarians to

evaluate information source

l Eligibility: Does the grant writer’s

organization meet the eligibility

requirements for grant applicants to this

particular funder?
l Compatibility: Does the nonprofit’s

activities, programs, or area of focus

match the funder’s interest and

guidelines? If the nonprofit is considering

establishing a new project/program/

activity to meet the funding guidelines, is

the new project/program/activity

consistent with the nonprofit’s mission?
l Feasibility: Is it feasible to prepare a

grant proposal by the deadline? Is it

feasible to carry out the proposed

activities? Can they be implemented

within the prescribed grant period?
l Likelihood of award: Is there a

reasonable likelihood that the grant

writer’s organization will be funded?

l Relevance: Does this source (database,

journal, etc.) contain information

appertaining to my topic or question?

Am I likely to retrieve results for my

research?
l Reliability: Is the source of information

reliable? Is the source of the information

potentially biased? Is the research

methodologically sound?
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documented information, even past proposals, program budgets, evaluation plans, or

other prior grant proposal elements that can be reused in a new grant proposal or fund-

ing application. The ability to recycle parts of past written proposals is an immense

timesaver. However, projects often involve a new or non-recurring service, assem-

bling information on a project is often more time-consuming. Brainstorming sessions,

and meetings of stakeholders, might be held by the grant writer to obtain the planning

details related to the startup of a new project. These details and information gathered

are key elements that a grant writer will need to include in a written proposal.

Project information-gathering

A nonprofit grant writer’s information-gathering skills for new projects are transfer-

able to the academic library setting. When a library plans a project, the process of

involving stakeholders, holding meetings, and assembling a plan to implement the

project are all steps with which a grant writer is likely to be familiar. Identifying exist-

ing sources of information (individuals, documents, or materials) that are helpful to

the current project are also tasks with which a grant writer will already be acquainted.

Just as funders for nonprofits have become more insistent on funding proposals

including an evaluation plan, or component, the library world has become more inter-

ested in demonstrating the value of library services. Hence, libraries have increasingly

focused on including an evaluative component to their services, or have even launched

projects focusing entirely on evaluation. Nonprofit grant writers who have included

evaluation in their funding proposals, and evaluation results in their grant reports

can point to these experiences to bolster their credentials in the area of evaluation

planning in the library world.

Information-gathering from colleagues at a nonprofit

In order to prepare a grant proposal, a grant writer gathers information from various

colleagues. At larger nonprofits, this can involve engaging staff from multiple depart-

ments, such as the development office, finance, human resources, information tech-

nology, and planning/evaluation, and even executive leadership. If the nonprofit

operates in multiple locations, or provides services off-site, information might be

gathered from staff who work at various sites. Since program or project staff have

roles or responsibilities delivering services to the nonprofit’s client population, or

implementing a program or project, information is gathered from those staff to verify

that what is written in the proposal is both accurate, and feasible.

Information gathered from colleagues for library services

A nonprofit grant writer who used information-gathering skills to prepare funding

proposals can apply these information-gathering skills in the library profession.

A librarian takes comparable steps when gathering information to plan a library pro-

ject, service, or activity (see Table 4.2, below). Since libraries also apply for grant

funding, in those instances, a professional grant writer has the advantage of being able
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to directly apply his or her grant writing experience towards preparing grant applica-

tions on behalf of their library.

Information-gathering for grant reports

At some nonprofits, grant writers might also be charged with grant reporting respon-

sibilities. Those grant writers would track deadlines for the preparation of grant

reports as well as information (content) required for those reports. Just as gathering

information for the grant proposal requires contacting staff from various departments,

Table 4.2 Comparison of information-gathering activities of grant
writers and librarians

Common information gathered by grant

writers to prepare funding proposal

(NB not all categories of information are

required by every funder)

Common information gathered by

librarians to plan project, service or

activity

l Project description/timeline:

Information from program or project

staff who have operational

responsibilities might be gathered to

confirm proposed activities, and

deliverables that will be described in the

proposal.
l Project description/timeline:

Information from program or project

staff might be gathered about the

appropriate time frames, and timeline,

to assign to proposal activities, or

deliverables.
l Staffing/bios: Biographical sketches,

resumes, or CVs might be gathered for

staff who conduct activities described

by the proposal, and staff whose

positions will be funded by the grant.
l Budget: Financial information about

personnel, equipment, technology,

direct and indirect expenses, and other

sources of funding for the proposed

project or program might be obtained

from the nonprofit’s finance

department, or staff.
l Evaluation: Information about an

evaluation plan for the proposed project

or program might be gathered from

staff.

l Existing resources: Information from

colleagues about existing and available

resources (materials, documentation, in

order to avoid re-inventing the wheel).
l Evaluation: Information about past

evaluation plans or evaluation tools (e.g.

SurveyMonkey) that can be used for the

proposed project, or service.
l Grant proposal elements: Information

commonly gathered for nonprofit grant

proposals would similarly be gathered

for library grant proposals.
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gathering information for grant reports requires requesting information from various

departments (e.g. financial reports of grant expenditures; numbers of clients served,

outcomes, etc.).

Information curation

A “curator” is defined as “one who has the care and superintendence of something”

(Merriam-Webster n.d.). Thus, “curating information” means caring for and superin-

tending information. Nonprofit fundraisers, and administrators, as well as fundraisers,

and administrators in academic institutions: care for information related to their grant

applications. They also guard their funder/donor/member/alumni information that

make them curators of information—comparable to librarians who care for, and super-

intend digital repositories.

Information curation for fundraisers

Nonprofit fundraisers, and fundraisers at academic institutions, use databases to track

donors and their contributions. At larger nonprofits or in the academic setting, there

may be a separate administrator who is responsible for maintaining the donor, mem-

bership, or alumni database. While fundraisers track donor names, gift amounts, and

gift dates in their donor databases, grant writers track information related to their grant

proposals, such as date submitted, amount requested, proposed grant period, proposal

topic, award outcome (awarded/declined). These fields or data elements function like

metadata that describe the proposal, grant application, or funder/donor. Regardless of

whether such information (metadata) is maintained in a donor database, or a spread-

sheet: they serve a vital function in helping fundraisers maintain consistent informa-

tion about past, pending, current, or future (planned) funding requests, their outcomes,

and facilitate retrieval of such data.

Information curation for librarians

Skills with databases are useful in the library setting where databases are used to track

patron, and service interactions. Librarians also become curators of information when

they function as catalogers, indexing content that appears on information databases, or

when they are charged with starting, or maintaining an institutional repository. Both

tasks might require familiarity with setting-up, assigning, or applying metadata.

While fundraisers might confront the challenge of retrieving the information they

need from a donor database where data entry was inconsistent, librariansmight confront

the challenge of retrieving information from databases that are inconsistently indexed.

Both fundraisers and librarians have a vested interest in having their information data-

bases set up, andmaintained in a way that facilitates retrieval of data or information they

need; to fulfill their job responsibilities. Thus, lessons learned by fundraisers who man-

age donor databases can be instructive in the field of librarianship.
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Communication

Nonprofit fundraisers tailor communications

As mentioned above, successful grant writers acquire knowledge of the particular

interests, and submission requirements of various types of funders. Accordingly, their

proposals are tailored to the special interests, expectations, and requirements of each

type of funder. The style, tone, and content of their funding proposals, or grant reports

will vary according to the funder type. For example, a family foundation’s grant-

making operations might be run by individual family members. These individual

decision-makers might find proposals, or grant reports with human impact stories,

or testimonials more compelling than a government agency. Government agencies,

and large foundations might require formal grant application components, such as

a needs assessment, an evaluation plan, and program/project timeline.

In addition to being able to identify potential funders, nonprofit grant writers

should be able to write convincing proposals explaining why their nonprofit is excep-

tionally suited to implement program/project/activities worthy of the funder’s com-

mitment of funds. The nonprofit fundraiser who asks individuals for monetary

donations must be able to communicate well both in writing and orally, sometimes

making the “ask” face-to-face with prospective donors.

Librarians tailor communications

Whereas grant writers tailor their funding requests to the funder, librarians similarly

tailor their communications according to their target audience, and according to the

media in which they communicate. Librarian communications through the library’s

social media channels (such as Facebook or Twitter) will differ dramatically from

their communications in other sources, such as library webpages, blog posts, or con-

ference posters. The content, tone, and style of their communications will further

change if the communication involves publishing an article in an academic journal.

A grant writer who is accomplished at tailoring communications according to various

types of grant applications to foundations, corporations, government agencies, or

other funding entities; can apply diverse communication styles skills in librarianship

as well. Moreover, since grant writers are accustomed to writing compelling argu-

ments to persuade funders to support their causes, those persuasive writing skills

are transferable to marketing, and evoking compelling reasons for library-users to

avail themselves of library services.

Grant writers and fundraisers accustomed to tailoring their communications accord-

ing towhether the prospective funder is an individual, group, foundation, corporation, or

government agency can apply those skills in librarianship. Academic librarians adjust

their oral presentations according to their audience. The following examples illustrate

the diversity of audiences that an academic librarian might communicate with:

l An introductory class of freshman undergraduates in a basic library orientation, and infor-

mation literacy class/workshop.
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l A faculty department meeting presentation on a research database.
l A library conference presentation, or poster session.
l A one-on-one research consultation with a student, faculty member, or research staff.

The clarity with which a nonprofit fundraiser must communicate can be applied in the

context of librarianship. Librarians who have instructional responsibilities may need

to teach, and communicate clearly on topics ranging from: information literacy

(explaining to a user how to distinguish reliable, from unreliable information—

especially in the context of online information—even more so, in the area of health

information on the internet); copyright; to online research skills for specific research

databases or resources. Communication skills are also used by librarians to commu-

nicate internally with library management and staff to develop, and evaluate new, or

existing library services.

Relationship-building

Relationship-building skills are critical for nonprofit development professionals,

because relationship success with colleagues within their organization, and with fun-

ders outside their organization are the basis of career success. Relationship-building

skills are crucial to nonprofit fundraisers as they cultivate relationships with individ-

ual, and corporate donors to engage their support, and financial contributions. These

same skills foster academic librarians’ outreach efforts to forge relationships with fac-

ulty, researchers, and students to support research efforts, build collaborative relation-

ships, and publicize library services.

Grant writer relationships with colleagues

Grant writers must build strong relationships with a variety of staff, often from different

departments, in order to gather information necessary for assembling a grant proposal.

Since proposal budgets can require itemized staff salaries, otherwise confidential per-

sonnel information is disclosed to them for the purposes of preparing a proposal budget.

Grant writersmust inspire the trust and confidence of finance, and human resources staff

that they can keep information such as staff salaries confidential.

Grant writers rely on the timely provision of information from colleagues in order

to complete a proposal in time for its submission deadline. Sometimes, notice of a

funding opportunity arrives so late that the grant writer has barely enough time to

assemble a proposal. At larger nonprofits, assembling a proposal might involve engag-

ing staff from multiple departments, such as the development office, finance, human

resources, information technology, planning/evaluation, and even executive leader-

ship who might be required to, or wish to review, and sign-off on the proposal. If

the nonprofit operates in multiple locations, or provides services off-site, information

might be gathered from staff who work at various sites. Since program or project staff

have roles, or responsibilities delivering services to the nonprofit’s client population,

and implementing a program or project, meetings must be scheduled, and information
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gathered from various staff to verify that what is written in the proposal is desirable,

accurate, and feasible.

Nonprofit fundraisers who raise money in special events must also maintain good

relationships with colleagues. They might need to ask colleagues to assist in staffing

fundraising events (e.g. golf tournaments, galas, silent auctions, dinners, etc.) that take

place in the evenings, or on weekends.

Grant writer relationships with funders

Cultivating good relationships with funders, either prospective or existing funders,

is vital to fundraisers, and their nonprofits’ success. For a grant writer, cordial rela-

tionships with prospective funders is the basis upon which the grant writer can make

inquiries related to preparing, and following up with a proposal, and grant applica-

tion. Once the grant writer’s organization is funded, maintaining a good relationship,

and open channels of communication with the funder is important if the nonprofit

intends to ask for renewed funding. For example, cultivating good relationships with

program officers from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) or foundation funders

are beneficial strategies for funding recipients. Good relationships help when

grantees have issues, or questions arise, with their funded projects. When bad things

happen to good projects, when a project falls short of enrolling the proposed number

of clients/patients/research subjects, a good grantee-funder relationship paves the

way for the funder to work with the grantee (whether at a nonprofit, or academic

institution) to mitigate funder dissatisfaction with the outcome of their funded pro-

ject or program. This also preserves the possibility of applying for, and receiving

future funding.

Fundraisers who cultivate donations from individuals work in an area sometimes

called “individual giving” or “major gifts”. The term, major gifts, is used for contri-

butions from donors at a significantly higher monetary level than their usual contri-

butions. Fundraisers who solicit gifts in face-to-face requests to individuals must be

skilled in building relationships, and rapport with these prospective donors in order to

reach a point at the relationship where the donor is likely to respond affirmatively to an

“ask” for a specific donation amount.

Librarian relationships with colleagues

Applying good relationship-building skills forges success in librarianship also. Aca-

demic librarians build, and cultivate relationships with colleagues, and with library

users. Whereas grant writers rely on their colleagues to supply information needed

for their grant requests or reports; academic librarians rely on fellow librarians to

assist with teaching responsibilities. Especially with information literacy classes or

library orientations offered to each year’s new class of students, the number of clas-

ses/orientations might be so numerous at the beginning of the school year that each

librarian relies on their fellow librarians to help teach the requested classes within

the necessary time period. Academic librarians have committees, and projects on
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which they serve. It behooves a librarian to develop good relationships with their

library colleagues to smooth working collaborations on both committees, and projects.

Another important avenue for relationship-building is participating in professional

organizations for librarians/information professionals. Professional organization

involvement is viewed as a service to the library profession, and is a critical part

of an academic librarian’s portfolio when reviewed for promotion (or tenure, a pos-

sibility at institutions that have tenure-track faculty librarian positions). Professional

organizations, and the advancement opportunities that they hold for both fundraising

professionals, and librarians are discussed further, below.

Librarian relationships with users

The relationship-building skills that fundraisers use to cultivate positive relationships

with funders are equally applicable in the library profession. Academic librarians cul-

tivate positive relationships with users of library services to improve their ability to

serve those users. Librarians’ outreach efforts to faculty, researchers, and students

aim to support their research efforts, build collaborative relationships, and publicize

library services. When librarians succeed in building trust, and confidence among

users of the librarians’ skills, and ability; these users are more likely to refer their

peers, staff, or students to consult with the librarian.

By engendering confidence in users, especially faculty, librarians might become

partners in research projects by conducting literature searches, and developing online

search strategies. The librarian might write the methods portion of research papers,

and potentially receive co-authorship credit. An example of a collaborative relation-

ship emerging between librarians, and faculty members is the involvement of a librar-

ian in a systematic review. The Institute of Medicine Standards for Systematic

Reviews, Standard 3.1 states: “Work with a librarian or other information specialist

trained in performing systematic reviews to plan the search strategy” (Institute of

Medicine, 2011).

Nonprofit professional organizations for development
professionals

Grant writers and fundraisers have professional organizations, and various certifica-

tions similar to the professional organizations, and certifications within the library

profession. Grant writers and fundraisers can become involved with the American

Fundraising Professionals (AFP) or the American Grant Writers’ Association

(AGWA) or the Grant Professionals Association (GPA). The Certified Fund Raising

Executive (CFRE) designation is a professional designation, and credential requiring,

“a written application, a written examination, and agreement to uphold a code of ethics

and Accountability Standards” plus a recertification requirement every three years

(CFRE International, n.d.). Professional certification, and engagement offer the poten-

tial for career advancement through networking, building leadership skills, and dem-

onstrating professional service.
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Professional organizations for librarians

A nonprofit professional who has actively participated in, or led professional organi-

zations, can engage in similar roles in professional organizations for librarians. Sev-

eral professional organizations exist for librarians, and each has committees, or special

interest groups within the organization tailored to areas of interest. The American

Library Association (ALA), Special Libraries Association (SLA) and the Medical

Library Association (MLA) are a few professional organizations for librarians. In

the field of health sciences librarianship, the Academy of Health Information Profes-

sionals (AHIP) designation is the “MLA’s peer-reviewed professional development

and career recognition program” (Medical Library Association n.d.). AHIP designa-

tion, involvement in professional organizations, and assuming leadership roles in pro-

fessional organizations: are avenues to build a network of relationships advancing the

librarian/information professional’s career.

Conclusion

Information-gathering, communication, and relationship-building skills gained from

working as a nonprofit fundraiser or administrator are valuable assets: transferable to

librarianship. Information-gathering expertise includes skill in both information-

seeking, and curating. In both academic, and community settings, seeking funding

opportunities requires excellent research skills, as well as an ability to curate, and

track information on funding proposals submitted, awarded or declined.
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